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Good afternoon and thank you for coming to my presentation. I know it was hard to
choose between the allure of LRVs or surface water augmentation and data
management, and my presentation, so thank you for joining me!
I’ve been called a landscape provocateur, but consider myself a landscape futurist,
educator, artist, and consultant. My goal is to uncover and create beauty and
sustainability by exploring the connections between infrastructure, ecology, and culture.
While this presentation is specific to metropolitan Los Angeles, my methods, strategies,
and visualizations have broader applications that I hope inspire all of you?
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As a landscape architect, I am comfortable working with-in existing regulations and
jurisdictional boundaries. I am uniquely situated to recognize the limitations and shortcomings inherent in California’s competing legacy of riparian rights versus first-in-time
water rights, and to imagine updating the ossified jurisdictional distinctions that are
hobbling our ability to deliver 21st Century best practices, such as water recycling or
charging high enough rates to encourage conservation.
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BACKGROUND:
For the 2013 centennial of the Los Angeles Aqueduct, I mapped the historic and hidden
flows of water and energy that sustain Los Angeles with the purpose of deciphering
these complex systems for the public, to identify the historic influence of the Aqueduct,
and to explore future scenarios for the Owens Valley and Los Angeles.
[The exhibits and more about the Aqueduct Futures Project can be found at
www.aqueductfutures.com ]
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So far, the Aqueduct Futures Project has included the work of more than 150 Cal Poly
Students (I stopped counting) and created exhibitions displayed at Los Angeles City Hall
and Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions in Hollywood.
The work behind today’s talk evolved out of this project, and Recharge City placed 3rd in
the 2015 Dry Futures Design Competition. My analysis into water reuse is ongoing and I
welcome your insights and suggestions for how to move forward.
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SUPPLY
We’ll start our exploration of the Water Reuse landscape by getting to understand the
Aqueductsheds and water sources for Los Angeles.
As you are all water professionals, you are familiar with this sprawling network of pipes
and ditches that quench the thirst of Los Angeles.
Tapping into multiple watersheds does provide Southern California with resilience in the
face of localized drought. But this sprawling supply faces increased competition with
other water users. More critically, these aqueducts are fracture critical, at risk from the
multiple faults they cross, ground subsidence in the San Joaquin Valley, collapsing
levees in the delta, prone to contamination from agricultural run off and mine drainage,
and subject to ongoing disputes that cross state and international borders.
It is also important to recognize that these pipes and channels were built before
sustainability and environmental protection were considerations, thus could not be built
today.
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Locally, this system is a complex dendritic network of feeders and mains, mirrored by
sewage laterals and interceptors. Most of the water is flows just by gravity, from the
filtration plants and reservoirs situated next to the foothills, down to the sewage treatment
plants located next to our rivers and coastline.
At the top of the supply system there is:
• LAA/Jenson Filtration Plant – Elevation +1295’
• Weymouth Treatment Plant – Elevation +1097’
• Diemer Treatment Plant – Elevation +786’
While the end of the system are:
• LA City Sanitation’s Hyperion Plant – Elevation +36’
• County’s Joint Water Pollution Control Plant – Elevation +41’
What isn’t shown are the local water sources, or the hundreds of water tanks. But I’m also
seeking additional data – such as about the pipelines connecting the well fields back to the
potable water filtration plants…
The scale of these blue and brown veins are vast, dwarfing the existing and planned
purple pipes to distribute recycled water.
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Compared to the other parts of our water system, the purple pipes engage a small portion
of the metropolis with limited expansion planned.
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On top of the distribution network pipes is our natural drainage, corralled into miles of
concrete storm drains with a scattering of debris basins and spreading grounds where the
water can spread out. These spreading grounds total only 3 square miles out of the entire
1,540 square miles watershed of the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers.
That is less than 2/10ths of a percent of the area. These 3 square miles are a fraction of
the historic expanse of wetlands, sloughs, and arroyos that created the historically
verdant hydrology 150 years ago
We can also contrast this 2/10th of a percent with the area needed for typical rainwater
best management practices of 3 to 5% of a parcel/drainage area.
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CLOSING THE LOOP
Despite the legacy of importing water from hundreds of miles away, Los Angeles HAS
ample local resources to slake the thirst of our population, if we close the water loop to
reuse water. Of all the slides in my presentation today, this Sankey diagram may be the
most revealing and radical graphic depiction of the challenges and opportunities. It was
the hardest to visualization to create because the data was scattered between obscure
documents and reporting in a jumble of units for varying time frames.
So what do we see for City of Los Angeles each year:
• 165,000 million gallons (okay 165 billion gallons) of water enter the drinking
water distribution system.
• 6,900 million gallons are lost to evaporation and leaks before reaching the
customers
• 42,000 million of water are used outdoors (with an unmeasured fraction that
enters our storm drain or sanitary sewer system)
• 119,000 million gallons flow through the sanitary sewage treatment plants.
Today we just reuse less than 1/6th of the treated effluent, and dump 502 million gallons
per day into the pacific. Five Hundred and Two M. G. D.
This is an order of magnitude larger than any existing reuse project and calls for a new
approach.
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That 502 million gallons is enough to quench the thirst of over 5 ½ million Angelenos.
Thanks to the drought, per capita water use has reduced significantly since I first made
this chart, even with the recent bounce back up.
But closing the loop requires more than just installing more pipes,
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As the Southern California water landscape is highly fragmented into
• over 36 different local water related agencies that supply, regulate, distribute and
collect water,
• plus 88 municipalities, that have varying engagement in
• plus various state and federal agencies.
All with a long history of distrust, competing stakeholders, and failed collaborations.
But proposing the merging of jurisdictions or establishing a new institutional culture that
encourages cross agency collaboration is not the focus of my talk.
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ANALYSIS
With such a rich data set, old-school McHargian analysis (aka typical of what planners
can do with GIS) works fine to reveal the opportunities and design criteria for recharging
groundwater with reclaimed waste water. I used infiltration rates, distance, elevation
change, and available groundwater capacity as the primary criteria.
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Coupled with constraints of avoiding areas with polluted soil and groundwater.
There are two schools of thought about polluted ground water – one is to avoid
expanding the plumes, the other is to dilute and flush the contaminants out – as water is
needed to mitigate the legacy of industrial dumping and leaks. I’m staying conservative
and trying to avoid introducing more contaminates into our water supply…
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Together, the opportunities and constraints synthesized data from over 50 local, state,
and federal agencies.
It is also worth noting that the nearest major water filtration plants to either El Segundo or
Carson are each 27.5 miles away. It will require a massive amount of energy to pump the
502mgd up hill to the top of the water distribution system – alternatively, new potable
water treatment facilities can be located at lower elevations to reduce the energy
demands.
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DISTRIBUTED vs CENTRALIZED TERTIARY TREATMENT
Before waste water can recharge our aquifers, it requires tertiary treatment (which
Hyperion and JWPCP don’t currently provide). This is where actual landscape
architecture emerges – we face a choice between energy intensive mechanical treatment
or land intensive treatment wetlands.
To implement tertiary mechanical filtration is full advanced treatment – going this route to
treat 502mgd would require a plant of over 4 million square feet (10 acres) that would
consume megawatts of power.
But the low energy alternative green infrastructure approach requires land. My
hypothetical treatment wetlands would sprawl to cover 18 square miles of the LA Basin.
Historically, there were over 100 square miles of sloughs, wetlands, vernal pools and
marshes that have since been filed, paved, and developed to create the metropolis we
know.
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RECHARGE
To recharge our groundwater basins, we also face choosing between mechanical and
landscape strategies for indirect reuse, where the aquifers provide storage and dilution of
the effluent. We also need to choose between centralized and distributed strategies,
where large centralized spreading grounds and well fields represent the status quo.
In Los Angeles, we would need to double the area of spreading grounds from 3 square
miles to six to handle the 502mgd. Remember that most of the existing spreading
grounds are dry 90% of the year.
Alternatively, 315 injection wells could be distributed across the LA Basin.
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In a highly developed metropolis, there are few large vacant parcels available for large
traditional spreading grounds. Instead we need to develop strategies for integrating the
necessary infrastructure by hiding or celebrating these facilities of the urban landscape.
This is where aesthetics come into play and the water agencies need to partner with
landscape architects and artists to create solutions that are acceptable to the community.
Yes, these are similar to rainwater BMPs, but there are other factors to explore related to
public health and community acceptance.
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INTEGRATED RECHARGE
My investigation has reached the point where I’m developing a course that will refine the
design strategies. There are hundreds of acres of vacant land in the Forebay area that
are potential sites that can be purchased for infiltration.
There are other potential strategies than acquiring the land to dedicate to recharge or
injection wells such as:
• installing infiltration galleys below streets,
• creating linear spreading grounds below power line right of ways,
• contracting with customers of recycled water to provide infiltration,
• et cetera.
Weaving together another 2,000 acres of spreading grounds for groundwater recharge is
feasible, if there is the political will and policy shifts to enable doing so.
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I want to begin to wrap up by contrasting my proposal with the 2011 LADWP
recycled water master plan. I’ve shown it is possible to create a much more
ambitious system that enables reusing most of the 502mgd. I further suggest
that Los Angeles can maximize potable water/groundwater recharge, instead
of primarily supplying recycled water to industrial, institutional, and landscape
users. There are many more opportunities to recharge the groundwater than
Rio Hondo Spreading grounds that can become amenities for the
communities they are located int.
Closing the water loop with distributed and integrated direct and indirect
reuse will take decades to plan and implement. This is an opportunity to
reimagine and remake our urban fabric with distributed strategies and multifunctional tactics that maximize the aesthetic and biological value.
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Lastly, I want to touch on aesthetics.
Water is beauty. With it, there is life.
This offers the water agencies and utilities a starting point to engage their communities
and a mandate to work with design professions such as Landscape Architects to create
the sustainable and beautiful future we all deserve.
This message of beauty is what my recharge city project is about and what I hope you
take away from my talk.
Thank you!
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